
Hello!  In this guide I’ll be painting K-2SO from Star Wars: Legion.

As usual I’ve primed the figure in black, 
followed with some grey and white ze-
nithal highlights applied from above: 

I’m starting by painting the base using Orange Leather followed with some dry-
brushing/over brushing using Tenere Yellow:

And here I’m just shading the ground 
with a mix of Fuegan Orange and 

Agrax Earthshade:

Next I’m creating a 2:1 mix of 
Gryph-Charger Grey (2) and Basilica-

num Grey (1):
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I’m then using this to shade all of the joints, little panels, and the pistol: 

Once dry I chose to apply a second lay-
er:

Here I’ve dropped some pure white 
into each eye:

I’m now painting all of the black armour plating using Green Grey.  (You can 
achieve a very similar colour using a mix of black and Prussian Blue):



I’m after a pretty opaque finish here but don’t mind if there’s some areas where things are a little uneven, or places where 
some natural shading might occur.



I’m now adding varying amounts of 
white to begin adding my highlights.  
You can see this gives us a nice range 

of blue-grey tones:

I’m generally adding some pretty bold and sketchy highlights to begin with, then 
refining things with some thinned intermediate tones:

I’m playing quite freely with creating some noise and scratches as I work:



For roughly vertical flat planes like 
the top of this left shoulder I’ll typical-
ly brush some thinned highlight tone 
down towards the lower half to create 

a quick gradient:



As usual the paint dries a fair bit darker than when it’s wet, but once again I’m 
just placing some bold patches of highlight, then using some intermediate tones 

to soften things out at the edges.



It’s a subtle touch but is easy to do, 
and really adds life and interest to the 

model:

I’m now going to use some Burnt Sien-
na to add some tonal contrast:

Here I’m simply thinning it right down 
and brushing it into some of the main 

shadow and mid tones:

This can be thought of as a bit of red-
dish cast coming from the environment:



I’m now continuing to work on my highlights and scratches etc:

Here I’m painting the yellow trim at the 
shoulder joints using Naples Yellow:

And we can add a little white to boost 
the value for the highlight:

I’m now painting this little light on the 
side of the head firstly using pure white:



Here I had a go at sketching an approx-
imation of the Imperial symbol on the 

left shoulder:

And I added a couple of lights to the 
back:

I also used this to glaze a little OSL 
onto the nearby chest area:

And I’m brushing a pink-ish red fluorescent tone on top using a mix of Neon Red 
and Pink:



And this completes K-2SO!

It’s a bit of a mess but looks OK from a 
distance!  I’ll probably get some trans-

fers at some point instead...

I’m now just adding a couple of final highlights, and painting the rim of the base 
in black:





PAINT LIST:

Orange Leather (SC)
Tenere Yellow (SC)

Agrax Earthshade (GW)
Fuegan Orange (GW)

Gryph-Charger Grey (GW)
Basilicanum Grey (GW)

Green Grey (SC)
Art White (SC)

Burnt Sienna (SC)
Naples Yellow (SC)

Neon Red (SC)
Neon Pink (SC)

SC = Scalecolor, GW = Games Workshop

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros

Thank you!


